Abstract-For the multilingual semantic interoperations in cross-organizational enterprise systems and e-commerce systems, semantic consistency is a research issue that has not been well resolved. This paper contributes to improving multilingual semantic interoperation by proposing a concept-connected near synonym (NSG) framework for concept disambiguation. NSG framework provides a vocabulary preprocessing process of collaborative vocabulary editing, which further ensures semantically consistent vocabulary for building semantically consistent business processes and documents between context-different information systems. The vocabulary preprocessing offered by NSG automates the process of finding potential near synonym sets and identifying collaboratively editable near synonym sets. The realization of NSG framework includes a probability model that computes concept values between concepts based on a newly introduced semantic relatedness method-SRCT. In this paper, SRCT-based methods are implemented and compared with some existing semantic relatedness methods. Experiments have shown that SRCT-based methods outperform the existing methods. This paper has made an improvement on the existing methods of semantic relatedness and reduces the collaboration cost of collaborative vocabulary editing.
of business process interoperation across domains of involved information systems [1] . This is because cross-organizational business processes are often heterogeneous in the two aspects of maintaining syntactic consistency in structuring and modeling business processes [23] , [24] , and ensuring semantic consistency for delivering accurate activity meaning to recipients [15] . At present, syntactic consistency has been well researched (e.g., [23] and [24] ) while semantic consistency is rarely explored except for a few such as [15] and [18] . This hinders business collaboration and cooperation.
This paper covers a specific research topic of ensuring semantic consistency between multilingual business processes. It aims at automating concept disambiguation process for preprocessing of dictionary entries for collaboratively developing multilingual vocabulary [15] , [41] , used for building semantically consistent cross-organizational information systems.
Currently, there are three alternative approaches for ensuring semantic consistency: mandatory standardization, intelligent mediation, and collaborative conceptualization [15] . The first two approaches have now been widely applied in industrial informatics, for example, adopting IEC standard 61131 and 61499 [5] , [6] to develop control logic software of industrial applications, using various standards for new smart grid technology [13] , and applying intelligent mediators with agent technology to mediate various industrial applications and different information resources [31] , [44] . Yet, for cross-organizational systems, it is highly possible that users often adopt different standards for information creation and exchange according to their own contexts. Thus, standardization approach is not always useful. Intelligent mediation approach attempts to solve standardization problem based on agent technology. Nevertheless, since different industrial applications are mostly created and run in different contexts, rules of creating and using information by agents often have different semantic assumptions. This leads to semantic conflicts between cross-context users for information exchange.
To enable information exchange across heterogeneous information systems without misinterpretation, the research of [15] provides a collaborative conceptualization approach, which resolves semantic conflicts of information exchange based on a collaborative vocabulary editing mechanism. The main task of this approach is to create semantically consistent concepts across heterogeneous information systems. Such concepts can be used to build consistent business documents and processes for accurate information exchange and are both syntactically and semantically consistent for cross-organizational enterprise systems. A disadvantage of this approach is that collaboration always implies labor cost, though collaboration is inevitable.
In this paper, we will improve collaborative conceptualization approach [15] by inserting a preprocessing mechanism for collaborative vocabulary development to maximum reduce the required human effort, thus to reduce labor cost. The main idea is: for all vocabulary entries that need to be collaboratively edited, they are preprocessed by a near synonym finding process, so that collaborative editors can resolve semantic conflicts between vocabulary entries using sets of near synonyms found in the preprocessing.
The importance of providing a preprocessing mechanism for finding near synonym sets for collaborative editing can be illustrated in the following example. Suppose that there are context-different enterprise systems of A, B, C, D, E, F, and G. Each of them has a product vocabulary to name their products such that , , , , , {冰箱 }, and {雪櫃 } . It is obvious that ambiguous interpretations of the product name may happen if a business process is across these systems. The detailed causes are: (1) A, C, and F cannot recognize the product name with each other if no multilingual translations; (2) A and D may interpret differently for "refrigerator"; (3) "refrigerator," "cooler bag," and " 雪櫃" may refer to the same; and (4) "雪櫃 " of G cannot be recognized by F. When collaborative conceptualization approach is applied as a solution to disambiguating the sense of these terms, in practice, there is high value to provide an automatic preprocessing mechanism to identify near synonym sets as many as possible as it can drastically reduce collaboration effort.
To implement the above-mentioned idea, we adopt an existing multilingual dictionary as an initial vocabulary for preprocessing, through which target vocabulary can be further built. This saves collaboration time by avoiding editing a brand new vocabulary from scratch. Nevertheless, an initial multilingual vocabulary (e.g., Multilingual American Heritage Dictionary adopted in this research) often contains undesirable semantic inconsistency between multilingual concepts, that is, synonyms and homonyms that confuse vocabulary editors. A key phenomenon is non-associated synonyms that might have same or similar meanings yet cannot be detected between different natural languages, for instance, "实现 (fruition)" and "realization" are synonymous but we cannot find their association in the initial vocabulary. Obviously, it is time-consuming for editors to pick up all associated multilingual synonyms in editing period even if they are knowledgeable lexical experts.
To solve this problem, this paper proposes a near synonym graph (NSG) framework based on WordNet ( [32] , [45] ) for automating the process of multilingual concept disambiguation in order to find multilingual near synonyms, that is, the semantically equivalent and similar concepts in an initial multilingual vocabulary.
There are two major issues regarding finding near synonyms from an initial multilingual vocabulary. First, how to retrieve potential near synonym sets from a large multilingual dictionary. Second, how to identify near synonym sets from the retrieved potential near-synonym sets. To tackle these two issues, the framework we propose correspondingly consists of two stages: retrieving potential near synonym sets from a multilingual dictionary and identifying near synonym sets. In the first stage, potential near synonym sets of initial vocabulary are collected by using concept match technology using a given external synonym dictionary (i.e., WordNet [32] in this research). To generalize the process of concept association, we introduce a concept-connected graph to increase the quality of finding sets of potential near synonyms.
In the second stage, we proceed to identify near synonym sets from potential near synonym sets. Since a potential near synonym set might consist of some concepts that have low similarity or non-synonyms at all, concepts with low or no similarity in senses are discarded. Experimental results show that the proposed framework is effective for retrieving potential near synonym sets and identifying near synonym sets.
Unlike many studies that only consider semantic relatedness to only a thesaurus or to a corpus, our NSG framework improves semantic relatedness between concepts by associating concepts not only to a thesaurus but also to concepts of initial vocabulary itself using both methods of thesaurus-based and corpus-based.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III presents a near synonym graph framework to build a WordNet-based concept-connected graph. Section IV proposes a method of retrieving potential near synonym sets. Section V proposes an approach of how to identify near synonym sets. In Section VI, we discuss various methods of how to measure semantic relatedness. In Section VII, experiments are made to evaluate the accuracy and performance under different methods of measuring semantic relatedness. Finally, a conclusion is made.
II. RELATED WORK
The issue of identifying near synonymous sets of an existing bilingual dictionary, in particular, finding concepts with same or similar meaning has long been studied in machine translation and computational linguistics [2] , [4] , [8] , [10] , [20] , where near synonyms are extracted and selected for use. The study can be classified into two directions: retrieving the associated words for building potential near synonym sets using corpus/texts/Web [4] , and identifying near synonyms from potential near synonym sets using thesaurus [10] , [20] . The former direction involves a most important step, namely, a statistical method is applied to extract potential near synonym sets from corpus, text or Web pages. A limitation of this method is that the corpus may fail to provide sufficient information about relevant word/word relationships. To improve the word/word synonymous relevance, the latter study direction is often proposed, that is, a third-party synonym dictionary or electronic database (e.g., English WordNet [32] or Chinese Cilin [36] ) is introduced to find the potential synonym sets of target dictionary. This category of methods helps quickly find potential near synonym sets that are relevant to the given third-party synonym dictionary or electronic database.
At present, WordNet [32] , [45] , an electronic English lexical database, has been widely adopted to solve a variety of problems, such as information extraction and information retrieval [7] , ontology engineering [39] , and word sense disambiguation [34] . Particularly, it is often used for: 1) finding and identifying pure English near synonyms and 2) finding and identifying multilingual near synonyms such as building EuroWordNet [11] , Italy WordNet [33] , Portugese WordNet [9] , and Chinese WordNet [7] . In this paper, WordNet is used for concept association and disambiguation between words of an English-Chinese Dictionary to find potential near synonym sets and identify near synonym sets for building precollaborative vocabulary.
Using English WordNet to find and identify near synonyms of another English dictionary is relatively easy. Its major application is to adopt WordNet to disambiguate word senses among a same set of near synonyms and select the best near synonym. However, using English WordNet to develop another multilingual WordNet or find/identify near synonym sets of non-English WordNet is a rather difficult task. Most existing approaches can be summarized as follows: finding a local dictionary and an English WordNet, translating the word definitions of the local dictionary into English to form a bilingual dictionary, comparing the English word definitions of local dictionary with the synset definitions of WordNet, and identifying the near synonyms appeared in local dictionary. This type of approaches is rather intuitive. Their advantage is that they can immediately identify which words are known to WordNet and which are not. For the known words, they can immediately find the unambiguous words and identify the similarity of ambiguous words. The disadvantages are that: 1) the identified similarity may be incorrect because the English translation of word definitions in local dictionary may be not accurate and 2) the unknown words outside of WordNet cannot be processed by WordNet.
A remedy approach is often proposed to process the unknown words by introducing a second synonym dictionary to handle unknown words. For example, in [7] , CILIN [36] is functioned as the first synonym dictionary where known words are picked up and tagged by senses. For unknown words, English WordNet is adopted as the second synonym dictionary to relate to the first synonym dictionary based on synset of English WordNet. The advantage is that some unknown words, which are known by WordNet, can be disambiguated and synonymously identified. However, accurate translation still is a task that has not been resolved in this approach. This may lower the accuracy of identified synonyms. In addition, some unknown words still exist and cannot be identified because they are not covered by both WordNet and CILIN.
III. OVERVIEW OF NEAR SYNONYM GRAPH FRAMEWORK
To improve the existing solutions of finding and identifying near synonym sets, particularly avoiding translation ambiguity of a locally designed vocabulary, this section propose a novel framework, called near synonym graph (NSG). This framework assumes that a well-known multilingual dictionary is reputable and accurate in multilingual translations for its corresponding words and definitions. The criteria of selecting such a reputable and accurate multilingual dictionary are that: 1) a major dictionary edited by renowned lexical experts and internationally used. The list is American Heritage Dictionary, Longman Dictionary, Oxford Dictionary, Webster's Dictionary, etc., and 2) having natural language translation versions as many as possible. Based on these two criteria, we adopt English-Chinese American Heritage Dictionary (BD) (with 99 890 words and 175 238 senses) as a target local dictionary (as an initial vocabulary) where English and Chinese near synonym sets must be found and identified as our research target. In this framework, we adopt English WordNet (WN) [45] (with 147 306 words, 206 904 concepts and 117 659 synsets) as an external resource of English synonym dictionary.
The key research problem of this paper is that how concepts of BD can be disambiguated to find their semantic similarity hence to identify all possible near synonym sets. To resolve this problem, our framework is synonym dictionary driven (i.e., finding potential near synonym sets starting from a synonym dictionary, that is, WN), which is different from the existing approach that is often local dictionary driven (i.e., finding and identifying near synonym sets starting from local dictionary). The benefit of synonym dictionary driven approach is that the corresponding English synonymous relationships can be easily found in local dictionary and the Chinese synonymous relationships can be detected and merged through the existing standard translation of BD. To implement the idea of synonym dictionary driven approach, NSG framework is designed as a concept-connected near synonym graph, where a concept of WN connects to one-to-many words of BD, of which each again connects to many concepts (i.e., word glosses) of BD. Each concept-connected graph constitutes a potential near synonym set, which is later disambiguated for identifying a final usable near synonym set.
The NSG framework can be illustrated in Fig Technically, NSG framework is a 7-tuple of combining WN with BD, where: -is a set of concepts and is a concept; -is a set words and is a word; -is a set of concepts and is a concept; -:
is a one-to-many concept-to-word relation;
-: is a one-to-many word-to-concept relation; -:
is a one-to-many concept-to-concept relation; -is a triple constrained by and , such that (1) similarity between all concepts of WN and all concepts of BD, and between all concepts within BD. 7) Identify each near synonym set from each potential near synonym set. In NSG framework, the solution is clearly divided into two stages: finding potential near synonym sets and identifying final usable near synonym sets. In the later two sections, we will discuss them one by one.
IV. EXTRACTING POTENTIAL NEAR SYNONYM SETS
The first stage of NSG framework is to find all potential near synonym sets from WN to BD. Our method is to build WN synset-based concept connections through a set of common words appeared in both WN and BD. To accomplish it, we categorize into many potential near synonym sets in 22 categories, shown in Table I , in the following categorization approach.
Category 1 : a set of words in both WN and BD has only one synset and one concept such that . Category n : a set of words in both WN and BD has synsets and concepts such that . Apparently, directly derives a set of near synonym sets for BD, which exactly has one concept mapping onto a WN synset. For , it derives a complex potential near synonym set associated by the shared words of both WN and BD. When becomes larger, the set becomes more complex. The categorization result for all potential near synonym sets can be shown in Table I . Table I shows all categories of potential near synonym sets starting from WN synsets. In this statistic, Category 1 occupies 61%, which implies a big reduction of computing effort for finding the final near synonym sets because the sets of can be directly recommended as the near synonym sets for later collaborative vocabulary editing. From to , there is a general trend that the number of potential near synonym sets is decreasing. This also reduces the computing cost of identifying the final near synonym sets. For each higher number category, the number of words needs to be disambiguated is increasing.
is a large mixed set including words associated together through more than 22 synsets.
The extracted result of potential near synonym sets is the source for further identifying final near synonym sets. To better serve the process of identifying, the actual content of Table I is resorted into four files based on the part of speech types like Noun, Verb, Abject, and Adverb, using an ascending ordering of WN synset tag. Each resorted file, a partial example shown in Fig. 3 , consists of a set of WN synset based entries initiated by . Each entry consists of a set of . Each has a set of BD concepts .
V. IDENTIFYING NEAR SYNONYM SETS
Given an entry of a potential near synonym set fallen in Category 2 to 22, the final usable near synonym sets for collaborative vocabulary editing is computed in NSG framework aforementioned. The approach by this framework suggests a weight-based probability model such that a three-level graph is composed of nodes of concepts and edges of probable weights. In this approach, a subgraph of a potential near synonym set is reformulated in Fig. 2 . In this subgraph, the first-level vertices are WN synsets, the second-level vertices are words appeared in both WN and BD, and the third-level vertices are BD concepts (as word definitions). Each edge has a weight. The weight of edge from a synset to a word is computed as follows:
( 1) where .words means the number of words.
The weight of an edge from a word to a concept is (2) where .concepts means the number of concepts and is a function measuring the semantic relatedness between two concepts that are concept-connected by their corresponding synset of WN and concept of BD. The details of the semantic relatedness measure will be discussed in Section VI.
The third-level vertices are also sense-connected for every two vertices and if and only if .word is not equal to .word. The weight of the edge between and is defined as follows:
When
.word, it means that two concepts define the same word but a polysemous word.
A. Probability Model for Concept Value Identification
To more accurately identify near synonym sets within a potential near synonym set. This paper identifies not only the directly associated concepts of BD with WN synsets (called concept value identification by direct path) but also the seemingly non-associated concepts of BD, that is, between BD word definitions (called concept value identification by indirect path). For example, in Fig. 2 , the direct path from to through is . Differently, an indirect path from to through is . We state that there exists a weight-based probability p for identifying the concept values along both direct and indirect paths, such that (4) (5) where (6) (7) Formula (4) is a direct computation of semantic relatedness value disregarding the semantic impacts from others. Formula (5) is an indirect semantic relatedness computation that considers itself and other impacts. In (6) and (7)
. In Section VI, we will devote to discussing how to compute semantic relatedness between two texts .
B. Identifying Near Synonym Sets From Max Similarity
Given all semantic relatedness methods , this subsection proposes a Near Synonyms Finding algorithm (NSF) to identify near synonym sets from a set of max concept-similar values. The algorithm is designed to identify all near synonym sets of Noun, Verb, Abject, or Adverb. The NSF algorithm can be described in Fig. 4 .
In this high-level algorithm, the function is to compute semantic relatedness score between a concept s and a concept s.w.d. along the path from . It is a kernel function in the entire algorithmic process. Two approaches can be alternatively applied to this function. One is the direct approach computing along a direct path and the other is the indirect approach computing along both direct and indirect paths.
VI. SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS
Semantic relatedness is to find the semantic similarity between two objects. In this section, we first review the existing methods of computing semantic similarity between two concepts , between two words and between two texts . Then, we introduce our own method, that also measures the semantic relatedness between two texts. In the following, we will first discuss the existing methods of SR2C, SR2W, and SR2T, and then describe SRCT method in details.
A. SR2C Methods
SR2C is to find the semantic relatedness between any two concepts within a taxonomy, utilizing the hierarchical relationship presented by hypernyms and hyponyms. It is often called taxonomy-based or thesaurus-based. Early researches can be found in Leacock and Chodorow (LCA) [25] , which measures the shortest path between two concepts and in hierarchy. Its formula is (8) where is the maximum depth of concepts in hierarchy and min is the shortest path between and . Differently, Wu and Palmer (WUP) [35] measures semantic relatedness by computing the depth of two concepts and and the depth of least common subsumer of and (9) where is a depth function counting nodes from root node to the nodes of , or . In Resnik (RES) [37] , information content (IC) is introduced to measure semantic similarity between two concepts and applying Least Common Subsumer (LCS) of two concepts and such that (10) RES believes that the more information two concepts share, the more similarity they are. Following RES, LIN [30] measures the semantic relatedness between two concepts and in LCS and add a normalization function with the information contents of two given concepts. Its formula is (11) For both RES and LIN, information content is computed by . An improved IC function for LCS value is later provided in SVH (Seco,Veale and Hayes) [38] ) as follows: (12) where hypos function counts hyponym links of concept in WN, and is the number of total concept nodes of in WN. In this research, is adopted to replace the original IC functions used in the methods of , , and .
B. SR2W Methods
SR2W is to find the semantic relatedness between any two words. Often, it has two approaches: one is to find the similarity employing a knowledge base such as a taxonomy like WN, and the other is to find the similarity employing a corpus or a large text by looking for the co-occurrence of the two words.
For the knowledge-based approach, the problem is often defined as finding the maximum similarity pair of two words from any two near-synonym sets with the formula as follows: (13) where SR2C is described in Section VI-A.
For the corpus-based approach, the research of information retrieval contributes a lot. For example, PMI-IR [42] measures semantic similarity of two words by finding the co-occurrence of two words with a normalization. Its formula is as follows: (14) where is the total documents in search engine, and hits is the number of search hits of query words.
Alternatively, SOC-PMI [21] measures the semantic relatedness of two words by computing the important neighbor co-occurrence when co-occurrence of two words is very low but with high co-occurrence of sorted common neighbors. However, SOC-PMI needs a complex preprocessing in counting each document in a large corpus by sliding a small window size. When text as a corpus is small, it is not recommended to use this method due to the efficiency consideration.
C. SR2T Methods
SR2T is to find the semantic similarity between any two texts. In literature, there are two basic methods, which are the following. -Lesk [26] : it finds semantic similarity between two texts by counting the overlap of words between two texts. -Term vector [3] : it finds semantic similarity between two texts by computing the cosine similarity of two term vector in the space model of TFIDF. Besides these two basic methods, there are many other methods that are proposed in literature. In the following, we discuss some of them.
STASIS [28] measures semantic relatedness between two texts and through a cosine similarity by building a joint set and then giving similarity score to each word of and both appeared and not appeared in T based on a word similarity measure.
Semantic text similarity (STS) [21] adopts a combined method based on SOC-PMI's word similarity, where semantic relatedness between two texts is computed by combining string similarity, semantic similarity, and common-word order similarity with normalization. In this method, its string similarity between two words is computed as follows: (15) where is the weight and is the string match value in three different modes. The semantic similarity between two words adopts SOC-PMI's word similarity. By combining string similarity and semantic similarity, its combined semantic similarity is computed as follows: (16) where and are two input texts with number words in and number of words in , is number of common words in both texts, and is iteratively extracted from the semantic relatedness matrix of the non-common words between two texts and with extraction rule of . Tsatsaronis et al. [40] measures semantic relatedness between two texts based on implicit semantic links between the words of WordNet (WN). This method requires preprocessing and requires pretty much computing time because of the computing complexity.
Latent semantic analysis (LSA) [22] is a method where term co-occurrences in a corpus are captured by means of a dimensionality reduction operated by singular value decomposition (SVD) on a term-by-document matrix ( ) that represents the corpus.
ESA (explicit semantic analysis) [12] is a variation on the standard vectorial model in which the dimensions of the vector are directly equivalent to abstract concepts. When an article in Wikipedia represents a concept in the ESA vector, the method is called as WikiESA, where the relatedness of a term to a concept is defined by the score. WikiESA uses the cosine of the two concept vectors in a high-dimensional space to measure semantic relatedness. Similarly, when the gloss of a WordNet synset represents a concept, method can be called as WordNetESA.
Salient semantic analysis (SSA) [19] measures semantic relatedness by analyzing the links among documents in Wikipedia. Similar to Term Vector and ESA, the cosine similarity for two concept vectors in space model is used. SSA built a corpus by analyzing Wikipedia articles yet it is hard to build required dimensions for documents.
D. SRCT Method: Our Proposal
SRCT method, introduced in this subsection, is to measure semantic relatedness to identify the similarity score between two gloss texts and such that [see (10) ]. It can be computed in two methods of knowledge-based and corpus-based.
1)
: A Knowledge-Based Method: method computes semantic relatedness between and utilizing WN knowledge of hypernyms and hyponyms.
Given two texts and , and are the non-common words of and , respectively. is the number of common words appeared in both and . The computation of can be presented as follows: (17) where is knowledge-based and alternatively uses the existing methods of LCA, WUP, RES, and LIN of formulas (8)- (11) . To differentiate these methods, we name them as SRCT_LCN, SRCT_WU, SRCT_RES, and SRCT_LIN, respectively.
2) : A Corpus-Based Method: method computes semantic relatedness between and utilizing the statistical information of a corpus.
Given two gloss texts as two word lists and where , , and are the common words of and with . Then, we sequentially find the non-common word lists and but , . Now, we construct three semantic relatedness matrixes of , , and in the form of from noncommon words and of and , such that
where is the string similarity defined in formula (15) , and are the weights of and with , and is a co-occurrence function returning a semantic relatedness value between , , and . Given , we find out the maximum value and then cross out the row and column that contain and construct a new to further find the maximum value . This process continues until or and a list is obtained. Given the list , compute applying (19) of STS [21] such that (21) is a combined method based on PMI-IR [42] and STS [21] . For semantic relatedness between two non-common words and of and , that is, shown in (22), it does not only consider semantic co-occurrence of and in a corpus but also semantically relates to a synset in WN to see whether , and have co-occurrence. Particularly, TMI is computed as follows: (22) where is a probability function of co-occurrence and is (23) By deduction, is further computed as follows: (24) where co-function with two arguments is the two-word co-occurrence, and fr function with one argument is the frequency of each word. If has three words , , and , the will use the query like ( OR OR ) and will use the query like ( OR OR ) AND . Since method has combined with the methods of PMI-IR and STS, we rename this method as SRCT_CPS.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

A. Evaluation Setting
We adopt nine steps to create a larger English-Chinese bilingual vocabulary for making experiment on proposed SRCT methods using the NSG framework. Particularly, the steps are as follows.
1) Collected English WN dictionary from Internet and prepared an English-Chinese bilingual dictionary (BD). 2) Parsed the WN and BD dictionaries to structured data.
Each concept/sense of BD has an identity associated with English gloss, Chinese gloss, part-of-speech, and zero or more samples. WN is organized by a set of synonyms (synsets). Each synset contains one or more English words, an English gloss, part of speech for each word, and some samples. 3) Implemented MSCA algorithm and semantic relatedness API for processing all elements of potential nearsynonym sets from preprocessing. 4) Implemented different semantic relatedness methods of Lesk [26] , TermVector [3] , STASIS [28] , WikiESA [12], WordNetESA, STS2008 [21] , SRCT_LCN, SRCT_WUP, SRCT_RES, SRCT_JC, SRCT_LIN, and SRCT_CPS. 5) Implemented both direct and indirect approaches (discussed in Section V-B of identifying near synonym sets from potential near synonym sets for each semantic relatedness method mentioned in 4) above. 6) Provided a search engine with index of Wikipedia articles, WN glosses, BD glosses and samples based on CLucene Library (sourceforge.net/projects/clucene/). 7) Retrieved process data in file and store experiment results in file with different semantic relatedness methods in both direct and indirect approaches. 8) Use Intel Library TBB (threadingbuildingblocks.org/) for parallel computing.
B. Evaluation Method
To evaluate our experiment results, we have developed two evaluation methods: one is to evaluate the result of all identified near-synonym sets by checking whether they are falling into Tongyici CILIN [36] . If any pair of identified near synonymous words co-occur in CILIN, then this pair of near synonyms is deemed to be accurate. The second evaluation method is human evaluation using an implemented human verification interface.
1) Evaluation Through CILIN:
The evaluation method of the first is computed on a common word set , shown in Fig. 5 , where . The method assumes there exist paths d.c.l. from to to . Each is a synonym set. To fairly evaluate each method, we have experimented, we have built a Validation Set Finding (VSF) algorithm, shown in Fig. 6 , to find validation set for all experimented methods. Based on VSF algorithm, the evaluation matrix can be described by an Accuracy Ratio (AR) as follows: (25) where is computed from NSF algorithm shown in Fig. 4 and is computed from VSF algorithm shown in Fig. 6 . The AR assumes that the more identified near synonym sets of NSG intersect with the synonym sets of CILIN, the more accurate they are. It also implies that the higher of AR, the more accurate for the applied method.
Since there exists nonintersected sets between NSG and CILIN, the AR can only evaluate roughly about 1/10 of the total identified near-synonyms of NSG (i.e., 11260 pairs). Thus, we need additional evaluation method whenever possible.
2) Human Varification Interface: To complement the insufficiency of the evaluation through CILIN, we design a human verification interface for human to manually verify the correctness of near-synonyms, as shown in Fig. 7 . This interface is also a preliminary tool for collaborative vocabulary editing that ensures the semantic consistency between words. The tool works by editors' evaluation based on the similarity scores that are automatically created by different methods that generate the identified near-synonym sets.
The design and implementation of the human verification interface is particularly discussed in the research field of collaborative vocabulary editing (see some of our research results in [14] and [17] ), which is out of the research scope of this paper. However, the major technical design principles are serialization and lock (i.e., concurrency control for collaborative editing), multiversioning (i.e., disagreements reservation), arbitration (i.e., final decision making for conflicts), and sinks as history (i.e., for any arbitrated synonym set, it is no longer editable).
In Fig. 7 , all identified near-synonym sets are displayed in the left of the table ordered by the similarity score and can be searched by keyword. The similarity score is shown in the middle of the top. The collaborative editor can evaluate the correctness of the identified near synonym sets according to English explanation, samples of WN, English-Chinese explanation, and samples of BD. Based on this interface, experiments are set to compare the time costs of identifying synonym sets between software agents and human editors based on the following assumptions.
1) There are no concurrent editing on a same block. A block refers to a set of connected paths initiated by a WN synset, defined as in NSG framework of Section III or intuitively a hierarchical record rooted from a in Fig. 3 . 2) Every editor is also an arbitrator for the edited content.
3) Human verification is the continuous work of software agent that has identified the near synonym sets. Thus, experiments were made in two groups. One group as a control group directly identifies synonym sets based on given blocks without giving near synonym sets. The another group is the target group which verifies the near synonym sets identified by software agent earlier.
C. Result and Discussion
Methods of measuring semantic relatedness between texts include baseline methods (Lesk, TermVector), non-baseline methods (STASIS, WikiESA, WordNetESA, STS2008) and our proposed methods prefixed with SRCT (knowledge-based SRCT_LCN, SRCT_WUP, SRCT_RES and SRCT_LIN, and corpus-based SRCT_CPS). Since all these methods can be computed in our proposed NSG framework, we evaluate these methods in both direct approach and indirect approach (see Section V-B).
1) Accuracy Ratio: Fig. 8 shows the experimental results of semantic relatedness by both direct approach (shown in the left bar) and indirect approach (shown in the right bar), using different semantic relatedness methods described in Section VI. For the direct approach, methods of SRCT-prefixed outperform 1% or 2% comparing with the non-baseline methods using direct approach like WikiESA, WordNetESA, and STS2008. For the indirect method, methods of SRCT-prefixed outperform 2% more than non-baseline methods using indirect approach. The results of SRCT-prefixed methods in indirect approach outperform 3% more than the non-baseline methods using direct approach.
2) Time Cost: Table II shows the time cost of the control group consisting of ten human editors to directly identify the synonym sets from 500 blocks. Each editor is assigned 50 blocks. Table III shows the time cost of the target group consisting of ten human editors to verify the near synonym sets from 500 blocks, which have been identified by software agent in two semantic relatedness methods of WikiESA and SRCT_CPS. Table IV shows the time cost comparison between the target group and the control group.
In Table IV , software agents have identified near synonym sets from 5630 blocks. To make it comparable between target group and control group, the time used by human editors of Tables II and III is The experiments in comparison (see Table IV and Fig. 9 ) show that Part Human method of target group is much better than All Human method of control group because the automation of identifying near synonym sets drastically reduces the human editing time. The experiments also show that indirect approach has consumed more computing time than direct approach. This is because the indirect approach first need the iterative computing along direct path in the NSG graph. The baseline methods like Lesk and TermVector are the quickest. Wiki-based methods cost more time than baseline methods since the high dimensions of articles in explicit semantic vectors. SRCT_ prefixed methods are moderate in terms of time cost. Except for SRCT_CPS, other SRCT-prefixed methods spend less time than STASIS and WikiESA but more time than WordNetESA and STS2008.
In summary, the experiment results indicate that our proposed SRCT method is promising. By this method, the precision rate has been increased comparing with both baseline methods and non-baseline methods. This improvement will help save a lot of time for collaborative vocabulary editors when they collaboratively find synonyms and incrementally create new concepts in Chinese-English vocabularies. Meanwhile, when collaborative editors supply some confident mapping information or provide certain standard definition patterns, the algorithms will work more efficiently and further improve the precision rate automatically. In this sense, a learning effect will be produced. Thus, we propose to simultaneously do collaborative work together with automatic computing work. This will greatly reduces the collaboration time of vocabulary editors and further improve the accuracy ratio, reduce computing time, and increase efficiency of collaborative work.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The contribution of this paper is the improvement of multilingual semantic interoperation in cross-organizational enterprise systems through best supporting collaborative vocabulary editing, which provides a semantically consistent vocabulary for building semantically consistent business processes and documents. It has proposed a NSG framework for automating the process of multilingual concept disambiguation to automatically find multilingual near synonym sets within a multilingual dictionary. The NSG framework is designed on a three-level concept-connected near synonym graph, where potential near synonym sets are categorized based on WordNet synsets, and usable near synonym sets are identified from the potential near synonym sets through a proposed probability model for concept value identification. This model is computed using the proposed SRCT semantic relatedness methods, which is experimented and compared with some existing methods of computing semantic relatedness. This paper has several particular contributions as follows. 1) Proposed a concept-connected NSG framework based on WordNet synset. It makes easier to find all potential near synonym sets and reduces the overhead in finding potential near synonym sets. 2) Proposed a probability model for concept value identification. It not only considers the WordNet concept-connected words, word-connected definitions and the semantic relatedness between WordNet synsets and word definitions of bilingual dictionary but also takes care of the semantic relatedness between word definitions of bilingual dictionary. 3) Provided a Near Synonym Finding (NSF) algorithm to identify all near-synonym sets from sets of max conceptsimilar values. It also implements two approaches of computing semantic relatedness along the direct and indirect paths of NSG. 4) Introduced a new SRCT method of computing semantic relatedness between two texts by not only incorporating the existing methods of PMI-IR [42] and STS [21] but also accounting of the knowledge of WordNet synsets. 5) Proposed two evaluation methods of CILIN-based [36] and human verification interface based. In addition, this research has implemented the new SRCT based methods. Experiments have been made on these methods by comparing them with the existing methods of semantic relatedness. It shows that SRCT based methods outperform the existing methods.
In future, we plan to improve the human verification interface so that all identified near synonym sets can be quickly and conveniently verified as the final usable synonym sets.
